UNION JOB POSTING

Wisconsin UA Members
Job Opportunity Available (2)
WPTA Full – Time Organizer

The Wisconsin Pipe Trades Association is a chartered affiliate of the United Association.

Wisconsin Pipe Trades Association is seeking applicants for two positions of full – time Organizer.

The WPTA is made up of eight Wisconsin UA Local Unions that collectively represent the trade disciplines and jurisdiction of our International Union.

Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 11, Duluth/Superior, WI
Plumbers Local 75, Milwaukee, WI
Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 118, Racine, WI
Sprinkler Fitters Local 183, Milwaukee, WI
Plumbers, Steamfitters and Marine Pipe Fitters Local 400, Kaukauna, WI
Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 434, Central & Western WI
Steamfitters Local 601, Milwaukee, WI
Sprinkler Fitters 669 District 1531, 68 Counties of WI

The Wisconsin Pipe Trades Association currently employs five UA members as WPTA Organizers, one of whom holds the position of lead organizer. WPTA organizers are charged with upholding UA Jurisdiction and expanding market share for UA Members and Signatory Contractors.

WPTA Organizer team is made up of UA Members from various UA Local Unions in Wisconsin. The WPTA strives to have a balanced organizing team made up of at least one organizer that is a Plumber, a Steamfitter and a Sprinkler Fitter so, as to represent each general trade discipline of the UA. Two WPTA organizers are retiring within the next year. In an effort, to keep each UA Trade Discipline represented, the WPTA will be intending to hire a UA Plumber and a UA Sprinkler Fitter organizer to fill out the WPTA Organizing Team. The anticipated start dates for the two new organizers will be on or about January 1, 2018.

If you are interested in applying for the position of WPTA Organizer, please contact your UA Local Union Business Manager for further information. Applicants will be expected to provide a written resume and participate in an oral interview.